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Private International Law Aspects of
Corporate Social Responsibility
The Conflict of Laws, also known as private
international law, is a field of the greatest importance
in an increasingly globalized world. The analysis of
any legal issue, in a case involving more than one
country, must start with an assessment of which court
could potentially hear the case and which law it would
apply

Collier's Conflict of Laws
This work aims to analyse substantive and conflict of
laws rules regarding intermediated securities in a
comparative way. For this purpose, it examines major
jurisdictions’ rules for intermediated securities and
the intermediated securities holding systems, such as
the rules of the German, US, Korean, Japanese and
Swiss systems, as well as the relevant EU regimes
and initiatives. Above all, it analyses the two
international instruments related to intermediated
securities, i.e. the Geneva Securities Convention and
the Hague Securities Convention. Through a
functional comparative approach based upon legal
traditions of the various jurisdictions, this book gives
readers theoretical and practical information on
intermediated securities and their national and
international aspects.
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The Conflict of Laws
Traditionally, conflict of law rules designate only
national substantive law as the applicable law. Many
unifying and harmonizing substantive law instruments
of both States and non-State organizations, however,
are designed specifically for application to crossborder relationships. Achieving this objective is,
generally, hindered by conflict of law rules. The
requirements which non-national law needs to fulfil in
order to be accepted as the law governing a crossborder relationship deserve clarification. Not only
uniform law, such as the CISG and the envisaged
European substantive law instrument for the law of
obligations, but, particularly, instruments which are
aimed at harmonizing substantive law, challenge the
established systems of conflict of laws. In seeking a
positive approach towards the application of a law
other than national law various aspects need to be
considered: (1) is the decision taken by a court or an
arbitral tribunal; (2) what field of law
(contract/delict/tort or family relationships) is
involved; and (3) the objective or subjective (choice
by the parties) designation of the applicable law.

The Conflict of Laws
Due to the globalized nature of modern commerce,
arbitrators and legal counsel are often required to
interpret contracts according to the rules of legal
systems that are different from their own. Thus a
thorough comparative examination of the principles of
interpretation of contracts in major legal systems and
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uniform laws, such as this indispensable book
provides, becomes an essential resource. The book
examines the principles of contract interpretation
found in seven legal systems—French, Italian,
German, Swiss, Turkish, English, and U.S.—as well as
in all applicable uniform laws, drawing on the case
law and scholarship aligned with each. In addition to
texts intended to unify or harmonize the law at a
global level, the European Union’s uniform law texts,
which constitute an important reference model for
regional codifications, are also presented. The
terminology peculiar to each system has been
preserved in its language. Specific issues and topics
raised include the following: “subjective” versus
“objective” interpretation; historical reasons for basic
differences in the approaches of individual legal
systems; the principle of freedom of contract; good
faith and fair dealing; rules that restrict the
interpretation of contracts; and commercial usages.
The author’s systematic presentation culminates in a
proposal of a practical and universal method of
interpretation of contracts. Given the importance of
the interpretation of contracts in cross-border
transactions, every practitioner of international
arbitration will welcome this incomparable book’s
easy access to the essential literature and case law in
the legal systems and uniform laws they are most
likely to encounter. Corporate counsel, scholars, and
academics will discover the only detailed comparative
overview available of the theory and practice of the
interpretation of contracts.

Conflict of Laws
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The present volume reproduces with slight changes
the course of lectures given at The Hague in 1972
under the title of "The General Principles of Private
International Law". The substance of these lec tures
has remained unaltered, but a number of insertions
serve to cor rected some formal mistakes and
misprints, added references to literature, some older,
some more recent, without attempting to be
exhaustive, and modified and supplemented the
former exposition in two respects, where subsequent
criticisms called for a review. The first concerns the
place of public policy in Public International Law, the
second deals with spatially-

Comparative Conflict of Laws
Written by one of the leading scholars of private
international law, this third edition is an accessible
introduction to the challenging area of the conflict of
laws. Fully reconfigured to take into account the
changes brought about by the European Regulations,
Adrian Briggs' volume is an essential overview to the
field.

Multistate and Multinational Estate
Planning
Throughout the book, there is extensive information
about the law and practice of other mostly civil-law
countries that provides an opportunity for instructive
comparative discussion. One chapter is devoted to
international conflict, and another chapter is focused
on conflict in cyberspace.
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Japanese and European Private
International Law in Comparative
Perspective
Multistate and Multinational Guide to Estate Planning
analyzes the legal aspects of individual wealth
transfers across state and national boundaries. In
addition, the Guide seeks to develop workable
strategies for the attorney involved with a
multijurisdictional client.

Cross-border Transactions of
Intermediated Securities
This regulations and codes title is designed to assist
conflict of laws teachers in taking a comparative
approach to the subject. International commercial
transaction have become commonplace. Many
injuries and deaths have their causes or their victims
abroad. It is therefore imperative that the course in
conflict of law include study of how foreign countries
treat the course's major topics of judicial jurisdiction,
choice of law, and recognition and enforcement of
judgments. Interesting patterns emerge. Many choiceof-law codes and regulations have, as an exception to
applying the law of the place of injury to torts, the law
of the common domicile of the parties. In family-law
related matters, there is much adherence to
citizenship as a party's ?personal law.?domicile of the
parties. Many examples could be given of the need for
a comparative approach to conflict of laws. These
materials, treaties, regulations, and codes from
around the world, with questions and comments, will
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assist in taking that approach.

Conflict of Laws in Intellectual Property
This text provides students with a comprehensive
overview of the conflict of laws rules as they apply in
English law. The preliminary topics of the bases of
conflict of laws are scrutinised, and the most
important relevant statutory materials are presented.

Unifying and Harmonising Substantive
Law and the Role of Conflict of Laws
Comparative Tort Law: Global Perspectives provides a
framework for analyzing and understanding the
current state of tort law in most of the world's legal
systems. The book examines tort law theories and
cultures through a comparative methodology. It l

Comparative Conflict of Laws
The Conflict of Laws in Intellectual Property (CLIP)
Principles set out rules to resolve international
disputes involving intellectual property rights,
supplementing international and domestic law, as well
as aiding lawyers to interpret the same. This work
sets out the Principles alongside article-by-article
analysis from authors of the Principles.

Conflict of Laws
Choice of Law provides an in-depth sophisticated
coverage of the choice-of-law part Conflicts Law (or
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Private International Law) in torts, products liability,
contracts, forum-selection and arbitration clauses,
insurance, statutes of limitation, domestic relations,
property, marital property, and successions. It also
covers the constitutional framework and conflicts
between federal law and foreign law. The book
explains the doctrinal and methodological foundations
of choice of law and then focuses on its actual
practice, examining not only what courts say but also
what they do. It identifies the emerging decisional
patterns and extracts predictions about likely
outcomes.

Oxford Handbook of Comparative
Environmental Law
On January 1, 2007, the new Japanese 'Act on General
Rules for Application of Laws' entered into force
replacing the statute of 1898. This major reform finds
its parallels in the current efforts of the European
Union to create a modern private international law
regime for its member states.This volume presents
the first comprehensive analysis of the new Japanese
private international law available in any western
language and contrasts it with the corresponding
European developments.For better understanding,
English translations of the Japanese statutes have
been added. Contributors:Jurgen Basedow, Trevor C
Hartley, Masato Dogauchi, Hironori Wanami, Yuko
Nishitani, Catherine Kessedjian, Fausto Pocar, Aki
Kitazawa, Eva-Maria Kieninger, Dai Yokomizo,
Sylvaine Poillot-Peruzzetto, Daniel Zimmer, Toshiyuki
Kono, Thomas Kadner Graziano, Marc Fallon, Yasuhiro
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Okuda, Maarit Jantera-Jareborg, Alegria Borras,
Yoshihisa Hayakawa, Dieter Martiny

Principles of the Conflict of Laws
National and International
A comprehensive and in-depth analysis of how courts
in the countries of Commonwealth Africa decide
claims under private international law.

Choice of Law
This book provides an in-depth study of Private
International Law reasoning in the field of
international sale of goods contracts. It connects the
dots between European and Chinese law and offers an
unprecedented transversal and comparative legal
study on the matter. Its main purpose is to identify
the consequences of European rules on Chinese
companies and vice versa. The first part addresses
the conflict of jurisdiction and conflict of law rules,
while the second part discusses in detail the practical
importance and the impact of arbitration, which is
becoming more common thanks to its flexibility. The
third part focuses on the Vienna Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods and the
Unidroit Principles of International Commercial
Contracts and carefully analyses their use. The final
part examines contracts involving consumers.

Conflict of Laws
Award-winning teacher Laura Little offers a
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progressive, innovative approach to teaching complex
material in the new casebook, Conflict of Laws. In a
subject where there are few "right" answers and
plenty of room for debate, this casebook offers a
contemporary alternative to the subject by
connecting coverage of key issues and concepts to
law practice using modern cases-and-problem
pedagogy. Features: Award-winning teacher and
respected author Laura Little brings her considerable
expertise in federal courts, conflict of laws, and
constitutional law to the subject. Well-balanced
casebook presents the deep jurisprudential lessons
imbedded in the conflict of laws subject matter.
Proven cases-and-problems pedagogy helps students
apply concepts. Maintains a clear presentation of
doctrines relevant to current law practice. Thematic
approach puts conflicts of law in the context of actual
issues confronted in law practice. Clear,
straightforward writing avoids the "hide the ball"
approach of many other books and maximizes
accessibility to difficult material. Innovative
organization, beginning with personal jurisdiction,
follows the way issues arise in litigation and highlights
the importance of forum selection. Highly adaptable
modular presentation allows professors to customize
approach. Contemporary cases and hypotheticals
allow students to apply rules to current situations,
while hallmark cases maintain continuity with the
development of the discipline. Full coverage of
current topics such as Internet issues, same-sex
marriage, choice of law clauses, and class actions.
International and comparative materials cover global
aspects of conflicts. Emphasis on the Restatement
(Second) of Conflicts, now the predominant United
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States approach but insufficiently covered in most
other texts. Online PowerPoint slides, charts, and
diagrams support teachability. Comprehensive
Teachers Manual includes answers to every problem,
teaching suggestions, sample syllabi, and a graphical
depiction of each main case, as well as unique
insights and case backgrounds. The purchase of this
Kindle edition does not entitle you to receive 1-year
FREE digital access to the corresponding Examples &
Explanations in your course area. In order to receive
access to the hypothetical questions complemented
by detailed explanations found in the Examples &
Explanations, you will need to purchase a new print
casebook.

Japanese and European Private
International Law in Comparative
Perspective
The rights & obligations of parenthood are central to
most people's lives. Yet their form & substance are
caught up in the great demographic, social &
economic changes of the late twentieth century. In
this book, specialists from 22 countries examine
fundamental issues confronting parenthood: these
include social & biological conceptions of parenthood;
the legal & moral obligations of parenthood; the legal
& scientific establishment of parentage; rights to
parenthood, including inter-country adoption; the
effects on parent--child relationships of family
change; the role of the state in family life; the position
of minorities; & children's rights. They are viewed
within a global context, & integrated in a commentary
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which looks forward to the future evolution of the law.

Codifying Choice of Law Around the
World
This reworked version of Conflict of Laws introduces a
new generation of students to the classic. It has been
completely rewritten to reflect all the recent
developments including the increased legislation and
case law in the field. The author's teaching
experience is reflected in her ability to provide
students with a clear statement of rules which sets
out a framework to the subject, before adding detail
and critical analysis. Recognising that the procedural
aspect of the subject challenges most students, the
book explores conflict of laws in its practical context
to ensure understanding. Teachers will appreciate the
logical structure, which has been reworked to reflect
teaching in the field today. Retaining the authority
that was the hallmark of the previous edition, this
contemporary and comprehensive textbook is
essential reading.

Interpretation of Contracts in
Comparative and Uniform Law
'Intellectual property and private international law'
was one of the subjects discussed at the 18th
International Congress of Comparative Law held in
Washington (July 2010). This volume contains the
General Report and 20 National Reports covering
Canada, US, Japan, Korea, India and a number of
European countries (Austria, France, Germany, UK,
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Spain etc). The General Report was prepared on the
basis of National Reports. The national reporters not
only describe the existing legal framework, but also
provide answers for up to 12 hypothetical cases
concerning international jurisdiction, choice-of-law
and recognition and enforcement of foreign
judgments in multi-state IP disputes. Based on their
answers the main differences between legal systems
as well as the shortcomings of the cross-border
enforcement of IP rights are outlined in the General
Report. The Reports in this volume analyse relevant
court decisions as well as recent legislative proposals
(such as the ALI, CLIP, Transparency, Waseda and
Korean Principles). This book is therefore a significant
contribution to the existing debate in the field and will
be a valuable source of reference in shaping future
developments in the cross-border enforcement of IP
rights in a global context.

Conflict of Laws in the People’s Republic
of China
This book provides an unprecedented analysis on the
place of performance. The central theme is that the
place of performance is of considerable significance
as a connecting factor in international commercial
contracts. This book challenges and questions the
approach of the European legislator for not explicitly
giving special significance to the place of
performance in determining the applicable law in the
absence of choice for commercial contracts. It also
contains, inter alia, an analogy to matters of foreign
country mandatory rules, and the coherence between
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jurisdiction and choice of law. It concludes by
proposing a revised Article 4 of Rome I Regulation,
which could be used as an international solution by
legislators, judges, arbitrators and other stakeholders
who wish to reform their choice of law rules.

General Principles of European Private
International Law
On January 1, 2007, the new Japanese 'Act on General
Rules for Application of Laws' entered into force
replacing the statute of 1898. This major reform finds
its parallels in the current efforts of the European
Union to create a modern private international law
regime for its member states.This volume presents
the first comprehensive analysis of the new Japanese
private international law available in any western
language and contrasts it with the corresponding
European developments.For better understanding,
English translations of the Japanese statutes have
been added. Contributors:Jurgen Basedow, Trevor C
Hartley, Masato Dogauchi, Hironori Wanami, Yuko
Nishitani, Catherine Kessedjian, Fausto Pocar, Aki
Kitazawa, Eva-Maria Kieninger, Dai Yokomizo,
Sylvaine Poillot-Peruzzetto, Daniel Zimmer, Toshiyuki
Kono, Thomas Kadner Graziano, Marc Fallon, Yasuhiro
Okuda, Maarit Jantera-Jareborg, Alegria Borras,
Yoshihisa Hayakawa, Dieter Martiny

Copyright and the Conflict of Laws
European private international law, as it stands in the
Rome I, II, and III Regulations and the recent
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Succession Regulation, presents manifold risks of
diverging judgments despite seemingly harmonised
conflict of law rules. There is now a real danger, in
light of the rapid increase in the number of legal
instruments of the European Union on conflict of laws,
that European private international law will become
incoherent. This collection of essays by twenty noted
scholars in the field sheds clear light on the pivotal
issues of whether a set of overarching rules (a
'general part') is required, whether an EU regulation is
the adequate legal instrument for such a purpose,
which general questions such an instrument should
address, and what solutions such an instrument
should provide. In analysing the possible emergence
of general principles in European private international
law over the past years, the contributors discuss such
issues and factors as the following: – the relationship
between conflict of laws and recognition; - the room
for party autonomy; - the concept of habitual
residence; - adaptation when interplay between
different laws leads to deadlock; - public policy
exceptions; - the desirability of a general escape
clause; - the classic topics of characterisation,
incidental question, and renvoi; and - right to appeal
in case of errors in the application of foreign law.
Practitioners dealing with these notoriously difficult
cases will welcome this in-depth treatment of the
issues, as will interested policymakers throughout the
EU Member States and at the EU level itself. Scholars
will discover an incomparable comparative analysis
leading to expert recommendations in European
private international law, opening the way to an
effective European framework in this area.
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Marriage in Comparative Conflict of Laws
This Handbook is the first comprehensive account of
comparative environmental law. It examines in detail
the methodological foundations of the discipline as
well as the substance of environmental law across
countries from four vantage points: country studies
from all continents, responses to common problems
(including air pollution, water management, nature
conservation, genetically modified organisms, climate
change and energy, chemicals, waste), foundational
components of environmental law systems (including
principles, property rights, administrative and judicial
organisation, command-and-control regulation,
market mechanisms, informational techniques and
liability mechanisms), and common interactions of
environmental protection with the broader public,
private, and criminal law contexts. 0The volume
brings together the foremost authorities in this field
from around the world to provide a concise, selfcontained, and technically rigorous account of
environmental law as a single overall system.

Place of Performance
The area of conflict of laws in China has undergone
fundamental development in the past three decades
and the most recent changes in the 2010s, regarding
both jurisdiction and choice of law rules, mark the
establishment of a modern Chinese conflicts system.
Jointly written by three professors from both China
and the UK, this book provides the most up-to-date
and comprehensive analysis of Chinese conflict of
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laws in civil and commercial matters, covering
jurisdiction, choice of law, procedure, judgment and
awards recognition and enforcement, and
interregional conflicts in China.

Private International Law in
Commonwealth Africa
This fully revised and updated second edition of The
Oxford Handbook of Comparative Law provides a wideranging and diverse critical survey of comparative law
at the beginning of the twenty-first century. It
summarizes and evaluates a discipline that is timehonoured but not easily understood in all its
dimensions. In the current era of globalization, this
discipline is more relevant than ever, both on the
academic and on the practical level. The Handbook is
divided into three main sections. Section I surveys
how comparative law has developed and where it
stands today in various parts of the world. This
includes not only traditional model jurisdictions, such
as France, Germany, and the United States, but also
other regions like Eastern Europe, East Asia, and Latin
America. Section II then discusses the major
approaches to comparative law - its methods, goals,
and its relationship with other fields, such as legal
history, economics, and linguistics. Finally, section III
deals with the status of comparative studies in over a
dozen subject matter areas, including the major
categories of private, economic, public, and criminal
law. The Handbook contains forty-eight chapters
written by experts from around the world. The aim of
each chapter is to provide an accessible, original, and
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critical account of the current state of comparative
law in its respective area which will help to shape the
agenda in the years to come. Each chapter also
includes a short bibliography referencing the
definitive works in the field.

Conflict of Laws in a Globalized World
Comparative Tort Law
Irrespective of the increasing harmonization of law at
the transnational level, every arbitration raises a
number of confl ict of laws problems relating to
procedural questions as well as to issues concerning
the merits of the case. Unlike a state court judge, the
arbitrator has no "lex fori" in the proper sense
providing the relevant confl ict rules to determine the
applicable law. This raises the question of what confl
ict of laws rules to apply and, consequently, of the
extent of the freedom the arbitrator enjoys in dealing
with this and related issues. The best example of the
importance of confl ict of laws questions in arbitration
is the Vivendi-Elektrim saga where the outcome of the
various proceedings depended on the question of
characterization. This very beneficial book is dealing
with - the arbitration agreement, - the jurisdiction of
the arbitral tribunal, - the law applicable to the merits
and - the arbitration procedure.

Law, Territory and Conflict Resolution
Law, Territory and Conflict Resolution examines the
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role of law in territorial disputes and legal realities in
territorial conflicts by critically reflecting on the wellestablished assumption that law is ‘part of the
solution’ rather than ‘part of the problem’.

Conflict of Laws
Studies in Comparative Jurisprudence
and the Conflict of Laws
The rights & obligations of parenthood are central to
most people's lives. Yet their form & substance are
caught up in the great demographic, social &
economic changes of the late twentieth century. In
this book, specialists from 22 countries examine
fundamental issues confronting parenthood: these
include social & biological conceptions of parenthood;
the legal & moral obligations of parenthood; the legal
& scientific establishment of parentage; rights to
parenthood, including inter-country adoption; the
effects on parent--child relationships of family
change; the role of the state in family life; the position
of minorities; & children's rights. They are viewed
within a global context, & integrated in a commentary
which looks forward to the future evolution of the law.

Conflict of Laws
Conflict of Laws
A collection & discussion of the provisions embodied
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in treatises, codes, & statutes as well as principles of
courts & scholarly writers on the conflict of laws
doctrine as it relates to private international law.

The Oxford Handbook of Comparative
Law
The conflict of laws has experienced vast changes in
the 68 years since the first edition of this book.
Foreign law not only is of growing importance in a
global economy but also holds important lessons for
us as we reconsider our own law. With its extensive
comparative materials, this book facilitates appraisal
of both domestic and foreign approaches. The Twelfth
Edition retains the order of presentation in the
Eleventh Edition, which has proven to be an important
aid in mastering the materials. Choice-of-law issues
take on added meaning after the student understands
when and why a court may proceed against a
nonresident defendant, appreciates that a court with
jurisdiction over the defendant may nevertheless
defer to a more appropriate forum, and has studied
the requirements imposed by the U.S. Constitution on
interstate recognition of judgments and on choice of
law. This book features an emphasis on comparative
coverage and extensive notes and comments to guide
study and provide background for class discussion. A
Documentary Appendix greatly facilitates
comparative study. The Appendix contains the major
European Union Council Regulations, both in force
and proposed, on procedural and substantive issues
that are the focus of the book. Detailed commentary
accompanies each Regulation.
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Intellectual Property and Private
International Law
This book addresses one of the core challenges in the
corporate social responsibility (or business and
human rights) debate: how to ensure adequate
access to remedy for victims of corporate abuses that
infringe upon their human rights. However, ensuring
access to remedy depends on a series of normative
and judicial elements that become highly complex
when disputes are transnational. In such cases, courts
need to consider and apply different laws that relate
to company governance, to determine the competent
forum, to define which bodies of law to apply, and to
ensure the adequate execution of judgments. The
book also discusses how alternative methods of
dispute settlement can relate to this topic, and the
important role that private international law plays in
access to remedy for corporate-related human rights
abuses. This collection comprises 20 national reports
from jurisdictions in Europe, North America, Latin
America and Asia, addressing the private international
law aspects of corporate social responsibility. They
provide an overview of the legal differences between
geographical areas, and offer numerous examples of
how states and their courts have resolved disputes
involving private international law elements. The book
draws two preliminary conclusions: that there is a
need for a better understanding of the role that
private international law plays in cases involving
transnational elements, in order to better design
transnational solutions to the issues posed by
economic globalisation; and that the treaty
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negotiations on business and human rights in the
United Nations could offer a forum to clarify and unify
several of the elements that underpin transnational
disputes involving corporate human rights abuses,
which could also help to identify and bridge the
existing gaps that limit effective access to remedy.
Adopting a comparative approach, this book appeals
to academics, lawyers, judges and legislators
concerned with the issue of access to remedy and
reparation for corporate abuses under the prism of
private international law.

Conflict of Laws: A Comparative
Approach
Codifying Choice of Law Around the World chronicles,
documents, and celebrates the extraordinary,
massive codification of Private International Law
(PrIL), or Conflict of Laws that has taken place in the
last 50 years, from 1962-2012. During this period, the
world has witnessed the adoption of nearly 200 PrIL
codifications, EU Regulations, and international
conventions---more than in all preceding years since
the inception of PrIL. This book provides a horizontal
comparison and discussion of these codifications and
conventions, first by comparing the way they resolve
tort and contract conflicts, and then by comparing the
answers of these codifications to the fundamental
philosophical and methodological dilemmas of PrIL. In
the process, this book re-examines and dispels certain
widely held assumptions about choice of law, and the
art and science of codification in general. Written by
Symeon C. Symeonides, a renowned PrIL and
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comparative law expert with extensive first-hand
experience in drafting codifications and advising other
drafters, Codifying Choice of Law Around the World
will serve as an indispensable point of reference for
any serious study or discussion of PrIL, and
comparative law.

International Sale of Goods
"The English conflict of laws is a body of rules whose
purpose is to assist an English court in deciding a
case which contains a foreign element. It consists of
three main topics, which concern respectively: (i) the
jurisdiction of the English courts, in the sense of their
competence to hear and determine a case; (ii) the
selection of the appropriate rules of a system of law,
English or foreign, which it is to apply in deciding a
case before it (the rules governing this selection are
known as 'choice of law' rules) and (iii) the recognition
of and enforcement of judgments rendered by foreign
courts or awards of foreign arbitrations. This clear and
authoritative introduction to the principles of a
complex and rapidly changing area of the law now
appears in a revised and updated form, with a
completely new chapter on trusts. It will continue to
be a valuable text for students and practitioners alike.
Book jacket."--BOOK JACKET.

Conflict of Laws in International
Arbitration
Marriage in Comparative Conflict of Laws
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This book contains ten contributions that examine
current topics in the evolving transatlantic dialogue
on the conflict of laws. The first five contributions deal
with the design of judgments conventions in general,
the recently adopted Hague Convention on Choice of
Court Agreements, problems involving negative
declaratory actions in international disputes, and
recent transatlantic developments relating to service
of process and collective proceedings. The remaining
five contributions focus on comparative and economic
dimensions of party autonomy, choice of law relating
to intellectual property rights, the applicable law in
antitrust law litigation, international arbitration, and
actions for punitive damages.

Gesammelte Schriften
"The new edition contains added materials on
complex litigation and conflicts in cyberspace, federal
state conflicts and the extraterritorial reach of the
Constitution, incorporating recently decided Supreme
Court cases. In addition, there is expanded treatment
of recent family law issues, including: interstate
dissolution, child custody, adoption and same-sex
couples. This edition continues the tradition of
organizing the teaching of conflicts around the broad
themes reflected in different intellectual approaches
to the problem."--Publisher's website.
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